Abstract. We consider two approaches of infinite sequences over a finite alphabet: -concerning complexity of production, real-time productibility is a "good" criterion; -concerning complexity of structure, iterative productibility is particularly interesting. Different modes of iteration, all of them being: first an automatic "fixed-point generation" and then some "encoding", allow us to build a hierarchy in real-time constructible sequences.
Introduction
The study of infinite sequences over a finite alphabet is interesting not only in Number Theory but also in Theoretical Computer Science, in Biology. . . Therefore it seems important to try and find an easy way -of producing such sequences, _ of studying their structure.
We shall consider two approaches to these sequences: -complexity of production (computational time) : from this point of view, simplicity is real-time productibility; -complexity of structure: in that case an easy approach is the iterative nature of production.
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Different modes of iteration will allow us to build a hierarchy in real-time constructible sequences.
Real-time sequences
The notion of "complexity of algorithms" partially comes from problems in Number Theory. The main concepts were formalized in 1963 by Hartmanis and Stearns [l] and these concepts made new types of conjectures possible in Number Theory. For example, -we know that rational numbers are real-time constructible, _ it has been proved that algebraic numbers are quadratic-time constructible, _ some transcendental numbers are known to be real-time constructible.
Conjecture.
No algebraic irrational number is real-time constructible.
The following can easily be formalized in terms of Turing programs: For a constructible (i.e. automatic) sequence s, and a program P which successively produces the digits of s, we write P-S. For P-s, let T'(n) be the number of steps up to the P-computation of the nth symbol of s (n EK+{O}). ED-Uime(f) = (s(3P: P-s; TP(n)s,f(n)}.
The most intuitive control seems to be the one of time between the production of two consecutive symbols. Hence, define the class:
B={s/3P,3K>O: PHS,Tp(n+l)-Tp(n)sK} of "uniformly bounded production" sequences. The following result must be pointed out: PFu 5 is in B, -every automatic sequence is the homomorphic image of an element in PFT, -B is stable whatever the E-free "encoding". Proofs either use subword complexity or structure criterions [7, lo] such as, for example, the following lemma.
Lemma.
Let a E A, a E A'", CI E PFT and CY not degenerated. One can prove that PFT is not closed by "encoding", not even by literal encoding (the proof uses a gap-criterion: [7] ).
Under general "encoding", the two distinct classes B and PFT yield the same class & of all automatic sequences.
We have a partial result in the form of the following lemma. Question. Is it possible to find a class of morphisms (respectively of "encoding" processes) so that I5 may be exactly deduced from PFT?
4.2.
What kind of control over subword complexity of PFT, (respectively PFT) is possible? We do not know if the maximal subword complexity can be reached. Concerning that question, Rauzy gave some information during the session, as follows.
Proposition.
For each F > 0 there exists an LY E PFT({O, 1)) and K > 0 sutisfiing K.2"~""<p,,(n)~2".
We gave the example of a PFT,-sequence cys over {0, 1, S} in which a particular symbol S separates 3 from n + 1. Similarly, we can construct a PFT-sequence aT. over (0, l} where fi is replaced by n' and S by T, n' being the representation of the integer n in a Fibonacci numeration system of order m [ll] and T being the block 0.1 "I, (*) i=o Then pcV, (n) 2 u,+~ -u,, and, using (*), we can state u,,+, -u,, = 0( 0") where 0 E 12ml(m+l),2[.
